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"%A 7A231AA <1A1%, <"A%1# 7"A71#% %";  %#67# ?%#23> %#7#<1; 27<#7->"1#6> "12A !>23> !"<1A 1
=423J 1#?%> = 71A23> 2; "%# $%8% - !2!#6#7%.
*??% "1#6 !47 "<1#13 17<1#  ?72, %?%# 1
!%;, "1#6 7"89  %#7; 71239 41# 5 3  >"1#6#= 7"1. 1A1" ??AQ13<; 17N ?27 211A# 2; %#%6; 1 %#7#<1; ? 6< %#7; !#$ !%3. 72%@ 71239 41# Q 17<1# 2; <"<1=9 41#, <?;"%  !="2; <1A1% ! ?<= Q1%@ 1$6@ 27<#7@, : %$%A@13 <?8#7A <"> %#:> %623> !72A, 141 <#6 !2!#6@ 1"2>Q@. 123 41 5 3 Q 2>6#" ?%N;" ??$ 7123#$ 41 5 1 1 2, ;7 %#7A%2#<;  ?J"A 7A<, <7237# 99 17<1#
<?;"%  <1#6 <?71# <1%2; !2!#6> 1<?1A A <%1
%!>2 1 % >2"%#$ 79$ !7".
1#6 7"89 %#!6@13 ?;7 %#7; 71239 41#,  >"1#6#= 7"1 Q ?;<; : 1#$ >"1#6#$ ;%#: 1
7<1A78= >2=<379 "%#, ;7 A%=J2#  71239 41#  !; ;7#$
4$ 2; 99 A<?J> %#7;.
#7; 71239 41# <1A1"#-!6#7"# <?#;1#" 71#%!89 1 ?>2#42@ !3 ! >"1#7#, 27<#7#  ?72A,  17N !%#17%
1 %<72@ A"3  %#67 41# ! 17<1"#  !2!#6A 1"1#7A.
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! "!#$
<%A "1#69 !47# ! %6239 #<8#?2# «!" "%
(>2=<37) (! ?<=#" <?;"A%;")» ?72 "A23#= ?#8#?
<#<1"# >!89 %623> ?8<A, ;7#= Q !">A 1<#7A%1# ?8< !<%Q; !3 <1A1"#.
12 A "1#6#$ 7"8;$ !?2#=  # "A23, :
<72Q13<; ! %$ %623#$ 2"1%. <% ?7!#7# %623#$ <;>3 %;: !<1<A%; 11#6#$ !3 2; <"<1=#$ %#<%7%, !42#$  <% 2!A "%#$ ;%#:; %#42; #%A23#$ ?#="% 2;
%#7; ?!%23#$ !%3 1 ?A%; $%@ 1"2>Q@, >A%;, 7#>A%;  ?72 17<1% ! $A, <#1A8= 71#%!8; "%#$
##83, 9$Q !<1<A%; : ?4A%# !%’;!> %#<2%2@%;, <1#N%#"# 7"?1"# ;7#$ Q "%2Q% 7"?18;  7"?11<13.
237<13 7123#$ 41, : %#7A@13<; A ?J"A 1 A>"A <"<1$ 2-> 7A<A %6; <1A1"# 1$6#$ <?823<1=, %#!6Q13<;
%623#" ?2" A%<#11A. 123 41 5 * %#7AQ13<; A ?J"A <"<1 A>> 7A %6;.
*<%Q; 11#6#$  ?71#6#$ !3 <1A1"# 4!%#%9 "# %6; ?%;Q13<; 7123@ 41@, ;7 <72Q13<; ! J<1# !%3, <?;"%  %#7; 27<#7->"1#6#$ !%3 ! %<1"
?72" 17<1A 2; ?%7# %#67 6#1; 1 ?#<3"%> ?72A 
?<2;-17<1%#$ %?%, <?;"%#$  ?%7A <?#=;11; 1 !A"; ?6#1>, !%#17 A"3 2!A 17<1A 1 %#<2%2@%; <%9$ A"7 !"@ "%@.
?J"A !% 4$ ?72<1# ?#<3"% 17<1 ! >2=<379
"%#  A79<37A, 1#"A@6#<3 A<$ ?%#2 <1<% ?72A. A> !%; ?2;>Q % 1"A, : ?14 1# ?#<3"%A %?%3  !?#1; >2=<37@ "%@. 1Q !%; - 1%6. #7; 61%1>, ?’;1>  J<1> !%; ?46Q RA1% !; ! >"1#7# >2=<379 "%#. 61%1"A !% 4$ ?7<2#1# "23 <2% 1 %#!6#1# 9$Q !6;; A ?’;1"A - ?7<2#1# 1#%  %#!6#1# 9$@ A78@, A J<1"A
!% - %#!6#1# 1#? >"1#6#$ 7<1A78=.
123 41 5 3 26AQ 15 %1%, : 9$ !??% 2; %#7; <1A1" A>> 7A<A !69 "# %6; 1$6#$ <?823<1=. 1 4#Q13<; ! "" 8## % <?#<7A ?!%#: A NA2  %#7AQ13<;  7AJ$ "1A 4 % A7#. # %#7 71239 41#
<2 1#"A%1#<; ?> ?;7A !%3. N <17 2#13<; %?2:
2%#= 47 <17# ?#!6 2; !?#<A >2=<37@ "%@, ?%#= - 2; !5

?#<A A79<37@ "%@ (!!7 "2; 71239 41#,  17N !!7 "2; 1#1A239 <17# % #N6). <2; 7N> !%;
4$ !2#J1# "<8 2; !?#<A !A%N3 8!1. <2; ?%7#
71239 41#, ;7: Q ?"#27#, %#7AQ13<; 41  ?"#27"#.
#1A23 <17 41# "2@Q13<; 17: A> ?<# %7!AQ13<;
!% %623> !72A, 7#, %6239 #<8#?2#, #N6 ?%A6
!!6@13<; %"<1 ? <1A1 (?!%#:, 82#, J#, <?823<13),
 17N ?!%#:, 82#, ?< 1 A7% !%; %#726-8!1, 2
%#!A ?<# - 7 %#7; 41#.
<2; %#!6; %1A  ? ?617" %#7; 71239 41# <1A1# "@13 !="#1#<; ! "A2@%;" !%3, ;7 ? A 17A  >"1#6> 7"1;.
123 41# ?%# ?%1#<; %6<, A 1", %#!6#= %623#" ?2".
<?J %#7; 1 !$#<1 71239 41# ! <%9" !"<1" Q <72%@ ?A<7A  !27A 6# <?#1A.
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##! 16.1
 16.1. !      " #   #
 $% #   #
    " #   #
 *+,*-  */ ,+0,2
From the History of Railways
*2!#8 %>@13 %N2#%A 23 A
Railways play a very important part in
the national economy of a country, be- 823= 7"8 79#, 1"A
cause the economic and political devel- : 7"6#= 1 ?21#6#= !%#opment of a country depends on a wide 17 4A3-;79 79# !2N#13 % "network of transportation systems. Alt- N 99 1<?19 <#<1"#. 6 "#
hough we have now faster and more 7#<1AQ"<; !! J%#J#"# 1 <Amodern means of communication and 6<J#"# !<4"# !%’;!7A  1<?transport, railways are still the safest and 1A, !2!#8; !2#JQ13<; =4!?6J#"  =??A2;J#" !<4" ?most popular means of transportation.
%!;.
J !2!#8 4A2#  <$N 
The early railways were not like the
railways we have today. The very first !2!#8, ;7 "# "Q" <3>. railways used horses for drawing trains J !2!#8 %#7#<1%A%2# 7= ;7
and were put into operation for transport- 1;>2%A <#2A 1 4A2# %% % 7<?2Aing such products as coal, ore and timber. 18@ 2; ?%!; 179 ?A7Later on, the horse railways were used as 89, ;7 %A>22;, !2! A  %#.
!J %#7#<1%A%2#<; 7 !2passenger transport in large cities.
!#8 ;7 ?<N#<37#= 1<?1 A %2#7#$ "<1$.
 ! ?J#$ <?4 %#7#<11#
One of the first attempts to use the
steam engine to draw passenger and ?%#= %#>A 2; 1;># ?<N#<37#$
freight trains was made in 1808 by Rich- 1 %1N#$ ?9!% 4A2 !=< %
ard Trevithick, an Englishman, who 1808 8 6" %17", >2=demonstrated his working model in Lon- 8", ;7#= ?"<1A%% <%@ 46A "23 A .
don.

 16.2.  %      &  ' $% #   #
(  '  " #   #

    ' $% #   #
Railways play a very important part in
the national economy of a country.
The economic and political development of a country depends on a wide
network of transportation systems.
Railways are the safest means of
transportation.
The very first railways used horses for

1. /7A 23 !2!#8 %>@13 A
823= 7"8 79#?
2.
 6> !2N#13 7"6#=
1 ?21#6#= !%#17 79#?
3. /7#= =4!?6J#= 1<?1 2; ?NA%;?
4. Z %#7#<1%A%2# ?J !28

!#8 ;7 1;>%A <#2A?
drawing trains.
5. 1 !4#% A ! ?J#$ <?4
One of the first attempts to use the
%#7#<11# ?%#= %#>A 2; 1;># steam engine to draw passenger and
?<N#<37#$ 1 %1N#$ ?9!%?
freight trains was made in 1808 Richard
Trevithick, an Englishman.
 16.3. )  &   #   '   * $ '
  +*    +*  "&?   %     $% #
  #
In the early years of the 19th century the idea of using steam engines to draw
freight and passenger trains interested many inventors. But the history of steam traction began much earlier when an English engineer, William Murdock built a working
model of a steam locomotive in 1784.
It was a baby locomotive about a foot (30.5 cm) high. It had three wheels and its
boiler was heated by a spirit lamp. One day Murdock wanted to test his engine. He
lighted the spirit lamp and soon the water began boiling. The engine ran fast along
the street with loud roaring. Unfortunately, nothing came of Murdock’s invention because his little locomotive was thought of as the creation of the Devil.
And this is how the first steam locomotive appeared in the USA. One day in 1804
the people of Philadelphia saw a roaring and fire-breathing monster running along the
street, followed by shouting boys. It was really the first steam locomotive in America,
although it did not run on rails. After its short journey on land the locomotive fell
down into the river and disappeared in the water.
 16.4. ! '    "* $% #   #.        &  "* & '
1. % %#"@%23 42; <2
%#7#<1%A%1# 2; <76; %#11 >9.

1. New metering equipment should be
used to reduce energy expenses.
should – 7"8;, ?, 4N<13
2. One may, expect that the efficiency
of a new experiment will be higher.
may – "N2#%<13, !%2
3. New transport systems will have to
be developed for providing connection
between large cities and airports.
to have to – 4$<13

2. N 67A%1#, : 71#%<13
%> 7<?#"1A 4A %#:@.
3. %13<; !42;1# % 1<?1 <#<1"# 2; !4!?6; <?2A6; %2#7#$ "<1 ! ?1"#.
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 16.5. ! ',   '* /  &  % $ /0#.   '  " #   #
l. To solve this problem is extremely important (to solve – ?"1).
2. To get a new magazine I went to the
library (to get – 4<1%#).
3. The method to be used takes into account environment conditions (to be used
– !6;).

1. #J; 8Q9 ?42"# Q !%#6= %N2#%#".
2. Z4 %!;1# %#= 6<?#<, ; ?J%
 44217#.
3. 1, ;7#= 4A %#7#<1%A%1#<;, %$%AQ A"%# %72#J3> <%#:.

 16.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. I believed him to know this subject
1. / %%N%, : % !Q 8= ?"1
very well. (Complex Object)
AN 4.
2. She seems to be always in time. (Com2. , !Q13<;, !%N# ?#$#13
plex Subject)
%6<.
3. Having written the translation, I gave it
3. ?#<%J# ?72, ; %% =>
to the editor. (Participle Clause)
71%.
4. The book being interesting, we read it
4. <7237# 7#> 4A2 87%@, "#
with pleasure. (Absolute Participle Construc- ?6#12# 99 ! !%2;".
tion)
##!3 "!#
Z4 A<?J %#71# 7123A 41A 5 3, 4$ ?%1#1# 4
!<%91# %623#= "12 ! 17#"# !2"# %6239 ?>"#:
##! :
1. 23 Q<2% (MODAL VERBS): !>23 ?;11;, "#, !6; 1 <42#%<1 %#7#<1;; <?2A6; "23#$ Q<2% ! Non-Perfect
Infinitive.
2. 1#% (INFINITIVE) % >2=<37= "%: !>23 ?;11;, "#,
!6;, A789 A 6.
3. 4’Q71#= 1 <A4’Q71#= 1#% !%1# (COMPLEX OBJECT THE OBJECTIVE WITH THE INFINITIVE; COMPLEX SUBJECT - THE
NOMINA TIVE WITH THE INFINITIVE).
4. <1A789 ! Q?#7"1#7". !2N#= Q?#7"1#7%#= !%1 (ABSOLUTE PARTICIPLE CONSTRUCTION).
10

1A@6#<3  %#7; 71239 41# 5 3 !="1<3 <?617A
! !!7"# 9$ %#7; (<. 8-11),  ? 6< %#7; 71239 41# %#7#<1%A=1 7"%A 211AA (<. 57) 1 >"1#6#= 7"1 ! 7"8;"# : %#7; 7N> !%;.
. 23 Q<2% (MODAL VERBS) ?!6@13  <"A @,  %7!A@13  <1%2; "%8;  9, 141 %# Q %#!#7"# <A4’Q71#%9 "23<1. 23 Q<2% Q <;"# 17#$ !63, ;7 !1<13, "N2#%<13
?A<1#"<13, 4$<13, 4%’;!7%<13, 4N<13. 23 Q<2% <"<1=  %#7#<1%A@13<;, %# %#<1A?@13 2#J A <?2A6 ! 1#%"
<"#<2%> Q<2% 4! 6<17# to, ' Q !7@ 1#% % >2=<37= "%.
#;17" ! 83> ?%#2 Q "23 Q<2% ought to 1 7%%21# "23#$ Q<2% to be to 1 to have to.
"23#$ Q<2% %<A1 ?% !7#, %2<1#% Q<2%" ;7 6<1#
"%# %!>2,  <":
1.  "@13 <4%#$ " – 1#%, Q?#7"1#7, >A;.
2 .  !"@@13<; ! <4"#  6#<2"# (! %#;17" Q<2%-7%%21%
(to have to, to be) 1  A1%@@13 " 7!%> <?<4A.
3. 1%@@13 ?#123 1 !?6 "# 4! ?"N> Q<2% to do.
#123 " A1%@Q13<; J2;$" %<9: Can I help you?
*?6 " A1%@Q13<; J2;$" ?#Q; !?69 6<17# not:
We must not be late for the lecture.
# "23 Q<2% %%N@13<; % >2=<37= "% <72@13 ;
>A?# "23#$ Q<2%: can, must, may. 2; %#N; !#$ %17% 4$<1 %#7; 9 %#7#<1%A@13<; 17N "23 Q<2% should,
ought to 1 7%%21# "23#$ Q<2% to be to 1 to have to.
8,9 9  ;< *+ *:
Modal
Verb

Present

Past

Future

,9*

Can

can

could

---

Must

must

---

---

May

may

might

---

!6 "=4A13> %#7#<1%A@13 " shall/will be able
+ Infinitive
!6 "#A2> 1 "=4A13> %#7#<1%A@13 "23
Q<2%-7%%21 to have to A
%?%#$ 6<%#$ "$
!6 "=4A13> %#7#<1%AQ13<; " shall/will be
allowed + Infinitive

Should
should
to have to have/ has to

--had to

--shall/ will
have to
+"# "=4A13> "Q
to be to am/is/ are to was/ were to
---
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@ 9  ;< *+ *:
1. Q<2% can %#7#<1%AQ13<; 2; %#N; !#69 1 1271A239 "N2#%<1, !1<1, !4<1  "N ?721#<; 9G2 4 9*J.
This new locomotive can achieve much higher speed. – &= %#= 27"1#%
"N <;>1# 4>1 %#:9 J%#7<1.
I can make experiments of this type. – / %"@ 4#1# 7<?#"1# 17>
1#?A.
2. Q<2% may %#7#<1%AQ13<; A ?#123#$ 6;$, 72# ?#1@13
? !%2, 1 A !?%#$ 6;$, : %#N@13 !%2  %#7; ;79<3 9. 72Q13<; <4%#"# ""# Q<2% 9/ 4 "23#" <2%" 9G.
You may start making a time-table right now. – # "N1 ?6#1# 4#1#
!72 ?;" !!.
May I bring you the text-book a bit later? – N ; ?#<A 14 ?A6#7
1$# ?!J?
3. Q<2% must %#7#<1%AQ13<; 2; %#N; 4$<1,
4%’;!7%<1, : %#?2#%@13 ! %A1J$ "23#$ ?73, 7!A 6#
71>#69 ?#. 72Q13<; <2%"# 0, Q<* , ,Q.
The carriages must be inspected regularly. – ># 4$ ?<1= ?%;1#.
 must finish this exercise in time.    !76#1# 8@ %?%A %6<.
4. Q<2% should %#7#<1%AQ13<; 2; %#N; ?#, <1A789,
7"89 <1<% 1?J3> 6# "=4A13> 6<A. 72Q13<; <2%"# 0, + * , ,Q.
At a high cooling water temperature the engine should be stopped. – # %#<7= 1"?1A %# $2N; %#>A 14 (<2) !A?##1#.
5. Q<2%-"23#= 7%%21 to have to %#7#<1%AQ13<; 2; %#N; 4$<1 %#7; 9, ;7 <?#6# !%J"# 4<1%#"#.
72Q13<; <2%"#  ;+@, 92WX, 92WX, 9.
The underground line in this city had to be built close to the surface. – @
"1 A 83"A "<1 %2<; 4AA%1# 42#!37  ?%$.
6. Q<2%-"23#= 7%%21 to be to %#7#<1%AQ13<; 2; %#N; 4$<1 %#7; 9 !> ! ?2", !72", "%2<1@.
72Q13<; <2%"# 0,  G;, Q2 .
The meeting of the Executive Committee is to be held next month. – *A<16
#7%6> "11A %4A13<; <1A?> "<;8;.
II. 1#% (the Infinitive) Q <4%@ "@ Q<2%. /7 <4%
", 42#!37 ! !6;"  "#7 (<7237# % ?!6Q @ ;7 17A),
1#% %#7AQ A 6 1 N <#17<#6 A789, : = "#7,  <": ?"1, 17, 4<1%#, !6;, 6<1# <72> ?#<A7. =1#?%J@ !7@ 1#% ;7 Q<2% Q => !1<13 %#N1# $71 9
(1#%2<13, !%J<13) 1 <1. <7237# 1#% Q <4%@ "@
Q<2%, 1#%  "N %#N1# <4A, 6#<2 1 <?<4. 1 !" ! 12

?"N#" 6# "23#" 6# Q<2%"-!%’;!7@, : %#NQ <4A, 6#<2, 6<,
% %$#13  <72A
• ?<1> Q<2%> ?#<A7
They will work there.
• <72> Q<2%> ?#<A7
We can work. / We begin to work.
• <72> "> ?#<A7
Our aim is to work well.
!7@ 1#% Q 1#% 6<17 to. <A6<= >2=<37= "%
%#2;@13 J<13 " 1#%.
6<<13 ! Q@, ;7A %#NQ Q<2%-?#<A7, %#N@13:
Indefinite Active Infinitive
to ask
?#11#
Indefinite Passive Infinitive
to be asked
4A1# !?#1#"
Continuous Infinitive
to be asking
?#11# (<" !!)
@, : ?A%2 9, ;7A %#NQ Q<2%-?#<A7, %#N@13 17
"#:
Perfect Active Infinitive
to have asked
!?#11#
Perfect Passive Infinitive
to have been asked
4A1# !?#1#" (J)
Perfect Continuous Infinitive to have been asking
?#11# (A "#A2"A)
Indefinite Infinitive – ?<1 " 1#%, ;7 %?%Q !6=
" Q<2% % A79<37= "%, 7> 6# 7> %#A.  
A16@Q !%’;!7 9, ;7A %#N 1#%", ! 6<", ? ;7#= = "%, 7 % %7!AQ  99 6<<13 ! Q@ Q<2%-?#<A7. 71#% "
!6Q @, ;7A !=<@Q <" ?"1 6# <4, ?<#% – @, ;7 !=<@Q13<;  ?"1" 6# <4@. Passive Infinitive =6<1J ?72Q13<; ?;#" 6;" 17A, : ?6#Q13<; <?2A6#7" 2 , 2 3:
We are happy to take part in this expedition. – # :<2#% %!;1# A6<13 A
8= 7<?#89.
I want to be answered at once. – / $6A, :4 " %!A N %?%2#.
Perfect Active  Perfect Passive Infinitive %#7#<1%A@13<; 2; ?!6; 9, : ?A%2 9, ;7A %#NQ Q<2%-?#<A7. 72 "#
>2=<37> 1#% =6<1J ?72@13<; ?;#"# 6;"# 17A, % ;7#$ "# Perfect ?@13<; ""# "#A2> 6<A.
We are happy to have taken part in this expedition. – # , : %!;2#
A6<13 A 8= 7<?#89.
My friend is glad to have been given such an interesting assignment. – =
A> #=, : ="A 2# 17 87% !%;.
Continuous Infinitive "Q 2#J 71#%A "A, %#NQ 1#%2A @, ;7
Q 6<@ ! Q@ Q<2%-?#<A7. 72Q13<; A79<37@ "%@
1#%" 7> %#A.
I am glad to be listening to your report tomorrow. – / #=, : <2A$1#"A
1%@ ?%3 !%1.
 had to be translating this article at that time. – "A %2<; A 1= 6<
?721# 8@ <111@.
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Perfect Continuous Infinitive %#NQ @, ;7 1#%2 ?%#= ?"N7
6<A  1?J3> ""1A,  1 8; " ?72Q13<; 1?J" 6<".
I am glad to have been working in this project for these years. – / #=, :
?8@@ A 83"A ?71 %< 8 7#.
/7: N ?!6Q13<; ;, ;7 1#%2 A "#A2"A ?%#= 6<, 1 1#% ?72Q13<; "@ "#A2> 6<A.
I am glad to have been working in this project two years ago. – / #=, :
?8@%% A 83"A ?71 % 7# 1"A.
,* *Y** 9G 2 * Y2*-:
)  
 – ?72Q13<; !6@ "@ Q<2% 4 %Q<2%#" "#7":
master this speciality is not an easy thing. – %21# (%2;) 8Q@
<?823<1@ – 2>7 <?%.
Q)    – ?72Q13<; !6@ "@ Q<2%:
 wants to help us with this work. –  $6 ?">1# " ! 8Q@ 41@.
)     
   ?<2; ?"1, %#N> <2%"#: aim, object, purpose, task, way, method, plan, wish, intention, problem 1 .
<4% " Q<2% to be % 17"A ?#<A7A %#<1A?Q !%’;!7@  ?72Q13<; <2%"#:   
,  ;    
,  ; 1 J
6# %!>2  ?72Q13<;.
The aim of our research work is to find necessary data for our next
experiments. – 1 J9 <2#8379 41# ?2;>Q A 1"A, :4 !=1# 4$  2; J#$ <1A?#$ 7<?#"1%.
/)   – ?72Q13<; !6@ "@ Q<2%, "#7"
6# !623#" ?;#" 6;"# 1#% A ?<#%= " %#NQ "=4A1@ @, 4$<13 6# "N2#%<13. &; 1#% 7<1A78;, ;7 ?%#2, ?72Q13<; ?;#" !623#" 6;". 71#% %#7#<1%AQ13<; 1#%#= !%1 ?<2; <2% the first, the last, the second 1 .  ?72Q13<; Q<2%" % <4%= " A 1"A 6<, % ;7"A <1913 Q<2% to be.
 spoke about the plan to increase the production of the plant. –  >%#%
? ?2 ?%#:; %#?A<7A ?A789 !%A.
The material to be used has been carefully examined. – 6%#, ;7 4A
("N/?%#) %#7#<1%A%1#<3, 4A2 A%N %#%6.
This student was the last to answer the professor’s question. – &= <1A1
4A% <1", $1 %?%%/<1" %?%%  ?#1; ?<.
)   – 1#% %#7#<1%AQ13<; A !6 4<1%## "1#.
72Q13<; % !6@ "@ Q<2% ! <?2A6#7"# 
  ;   4 "#7" ! ?#="#7" .  ? 1#%" %
>2=<37= "% "N <1;1# <?2A6#7 in order.
I have come here in order to help you. – / ?#=J% <@#, :4 ?">1#
14.
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improve your knowledge of English you should work hard. – 2; ?2?J; <%> !; >2=<379 "%# %# ?%# ?AN ?8@%1#.
III.
>2=<37= "% *Y*** , %#7#<1%A@13<; !%#6= 71#%  !%N# %!6 ?;#" 6;".
4’Q71#= 1#%#= !%1 (Complex Object) – 8 <?2A6; "#7 % !>23"A %"7A (Common Case) 4 !="#7 % 4’Q71"A %"7A (Object Case) ! 1#%" Q<2%, ;7 %#<1A?Q #" 62" 6; –
<72#" 17".
&; 7<1A78; %#7#<1%AQ13<; ?<2; Q<2%, : %$;13  <72A 17#$ 27<#6#$ >A?:
1) QG@  0,Q: to want ($11#, %#">1#, ?14A%1#); to wish,
to desire (4N1#); to like (A !6 $11#).
We desire further co-operation between our two companies to develop successfully. # ?>", :4 ?23J <?%41#81% "N J#"# %" 7"?;"# !%#%2<; A<?J.
2) 0* 9 @, +*@, +  @, 0, Q@: to find (%#;%2;1#), to note (%!61#), to state (7<11A%1#), to claim (<1%NA%1#), to
know (!1#), to think (A"1#), to understand (!A"1#), to report (?%"2;1#),
to show (?7!A%1#), to declare (!;%2;1#), to suppose (?#?A<71#), to expect
(67A%1#), to consider (%%N1#), to believe (%%N1#).
I know them to have fulfilled the research program ahead of time. – / !@,
: %# !76#2# <2#837A ?>"A <17%.
3) Y* +0,X@@  2@: to watch, to observe (<?<1>1#), to
notice (?"61#), to see (46#1#), to hear (6A1#), to feel (%6A%1#, ?6A%1#).
<2; 8#$ Q<2% 1#% %#7#<1%AQ13<; 4! 6<17# to. (& N <1<AQ13<;
Q<2% to make, to cause, to let).
I saw him check the equipment. – / 46#%, ;7 % ?%#% 42;.
4) , 0,92+, Q,2,  G * , 0,<@: to cause (<?#6#@%1#), to force (!"AJA%1#), to get, to make (?#"AJA%1#), to command,
to order (7!A%1#), to ask (?<#1#), to allow, to permit (!%2;1#), to enable
(%1# "N2#%<13) to request (%%62#% 7!A%1#, ?<#1#).
He made me re-write the whole article. –  ?#"A<#% " ??#<1# %<@
<111@.
A4’Q71#= 1#%#= !%1 (Complex Subject) Q <?2A6;" "#7 % !>23"A %"7A (Common Case) 4 !="#7 % !#%"A %"7A (Nominative Case) ! 1#%", ?#6"A <A4’Q71 1#% <?%?Q ! ?"1" 6;. !2N<1 % >"1#6#$  27<#6#$ $71#<1#7 Q<2%-?#<A7 8; 7<1A78; "N ?721#<; 4 <72#" 6;",
4 ?<1#" 6;" ! "23#"# <2%"# 6# ?%#"# 27<#6#"# ##8;"#.!
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2Q’X *Y**X , ,+2;+@:
1) ! Q<2%"#, : %#N@13 ?$;, 7!, ?8<# ?!;. < 8
Q<2% <1;13 A 4A3-;7= 6<%= ", 2 4%’;!7% A ?<#%"A <1:
to say (>%#1#), to see (46#1#), to hear (6A1#), to state (%7!A%1#), to find (!$#1#, %#;%2;1#), to claim (<1%NA%1#), to show (?7!A%1#), to think (A"1#), to know (!1#), to report (?%"2;1#), to suppose (?#?A<71#), to expect
(67A%1#), to consider (!>2;1#), to believe (%%N1#), to hold (%%N1#), to
take (%%N1#), to assume (?A<71#).
# ?72 7<1A78= 83> 1#?A ?<1 6; ?1%@Q13<; A
<72?; 6;, ?J 6<1# ;7> – >2% 6; – ;%2;Q <4@ !6-<4% 6;, ?"1 >2=<37> 6; <1Q ?"1"
?;> 6;,  1#% – => ?#<A7". ; 6; %%#13<;
<?2A6#7" 2 .
Experts are said to pay much attention to environment friendly technologies. –
NA13, : 7<?1# !%1@13 4>1 A%>#  72>6 6#<1 1$2>9.
2) 2 +0 2*  ,99 0,<* 9 *+ 9, @*  +-9
@9 0’@*  0* ;9 0,+9: to appear, to seem (!%1#<;), to prove, to turn out (%#;%#1#<;), to happen (4A%1#, <11#<; %#?7%). &
Q<2% "NA13 <1;1# A 4A3-;7= 6<%= " % 71#%"A <1.
The experiment proved to be a success. – 7<?#"1 %#;%#%<; %2#".
She doesn’t seem to be surprised by this information. – , !Q13<;, 
!#%% 8Q@ "8Q@.
4 happened to be there. –  %#?7% 4A% 1".
3) * 0,+2 9, @X ,G +QJ Y,9J *+  to be 
0,99: likely (*,/* X), not likely, unlikely (9 *,/* X), certain, sure ( *XX, Q29X).
4 is sure to return. – , 4!A"%, ?%13<;.
The letter is unlikely to reach him tomorrow. – %; 6#, % 1#"Q 2#<1
!%1.
Under these conditions the agreement is likely to be signed. – * 17#$ A"%
A>A, %>, 4A ??#<.
# ?72 7<1A78= <1$ %$ 1#?% <1A71A ?<1> 6;  !"@Q13<;. "1 >2=<37> 6; !2#JQ13<; ?"1", 1#% =6<1J 4A%Q A789 ?#<A7, 2  <1A71A# 6; %%;13<; 17% 27<#6 ##8 (;7 ?%#2, "23 <2%).
 ?72 <A4’Q71> 1#%> !%1A %?2#%Q 17N " 1#%. Continuous Infinitive %#NQ @ ;7 ?8<, : %4A%Q13<; 6< ! Q@ Q<2%-?#<A7. Perfect Infinitive %#NQ @, ;7 %4A2<; J 9, %#N9 ?#<A7",  ?72Q13<; "@ Q<2% A "#A2"A
6<.
 is known to prepare always for his exams. – ", : % !%N# >1AQ13<;  <%9$ <?#1%.
 is known to be preparing for his exams. – ", : % !! >1AQ13<;
 <%9$ <?#1%.
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 is known to have prepared for his exams. – ", : % %N ?>1A%%<;  <%9$ <?#1%.
IV. *0,9* , % >2=<37= "% ?2;@13<;  %
>A?#: !2N 1 !2N. *2N Q?#7"1#7% !%1# – 8 <?2A6; <2%, ;7 7%%21 !623"A 1 4<1%#"A ?;"A 6;",
2,  %"A % <1$,  "@13 %2<> <A4’Q71. # %#N@13 $71#<1#7A 1> <A4’Q71, ;7#= Q ?"1" 6;,  !2N13 % 3>. 
!2N#$ Q?#7"1#7%#$ !%1% 2N13 Q?#7"1#7# ! !2N#"#
<2%"#, ;7 %#<1A?@13 A A789 !6; 4 4<1%## (#1; ? Q?#7"1#7, => "#, !6; 1 A789 !>2;2<; A 7123= 41 5 2).
<42#%@ >"1#6@ 7<1A78Q@ % >2=<37= "% Q !2N#=
Q?#7"1#7%#= !%1 (Absolute Participle Construction), 141 7<1A789 ! Q?#7"1#7", ;7 "<1;13 <%= %2<#= (!2N#=) ?"1, %#N#= "#7" A !>23"A %"7A 6# !="#7" A "1#%"A %"7A. +"23#"# !7"# !2N> Q?#7"1#7%> !%1A Q:
1)
?!#8; "#7 4! ?#="#7 6# !="#7 % "1#%"A
%"7A ? Q?#7"1#7";
2)
7", ;7 %7"2@Q 7<1A78@ % >2%> 6;;
3)
 ? "#7" 6# !="#7" "N <1;1# ?#="#7
with.
72 !2N> Q?#7"1#7%> !%1A !2N#13 % => "<8; <1<% >2%> 6;. /7: % <1913 ? #", 1 % ?72Q13<; ?;#" 4<1%##" 6;", ;7 %%#13<; <?2A6#7"# ;
'2 ;  ; '  $ , ' 1 J#"#.
The weather permitting, we shall start tomorrow. – /7: ?> !%2#13,
"# %?%#"<; !%1.
The article being ready, I shall bring it to you. – 2# <111; 4A >1%, ;
?#<A 99 14.
/7: Q?#7"1#7 %#N "@ Perfect Participle, 8 <%6#13, :
; Q?#7"1#7%> !%1A ?AQ 9 Q<2%-?#<A7.
With the letter having been finished, I went to the post-office. – <2; 1>, ;7
2#<1 4A2 !76, ; %#AJ#%  ?J1A.
/7: !2N#= Q?#7"1#7%#= !%1 <1913 ?<2; >2%> 6;, % ?72Q13<; ;7 6<1# <72<A;> 6; ! <A;#"#
<?2A6#7"#  ; ; ;  .
We use various types of computers, the most powerful being applied in space
technologies. – # %#7#<1%AQ" ! 1#?# 7"?’@1%, ?#6"A =?1ANJ !<1<%A@13<; % 7<"6#$ 1$2>;$.
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##! 1
 1.1. !      " #   #
The Birth of Railway Track
Primitive railways were in existence well before the appearance of the first
steam locomotives. An American investigator interested in the subject, who measured
the distance between the grooves on a number of the stoneways unearthed in the ancient city of Herculaneum, discovered the remarkable fact that their average distance
apart was 1.445 metres, almost exactly to the 4ft 8 ½in which is now the standard
railway gauge in Great Britain, the whole of North America, and various other countries.
In Great Britain the first evidence of anything in the nature of a railway or
tramway dates bask to 1555, when near Barnard Castle in Country Durham parallel
baulks of timber were laid down to enable horses to pull heavier loads than they
could if the wagons ran only over dirt tracks.
By the 1670s such wooden ways had become common, and early in the following century iron plates were being laid over the timber so that it did not wear so
quickly under the action of the wagon wheels. By 1776, at the Nunnery Colliery in
Sheffield, flat iron plates were being replaced by lengths of angle-iron, laid parallel to
one another, to keep the wagons running truly along the track; the flats of the angles
still preserved the timber below them.
The father of the railway track as we know it today was probably William Jessop, who in 1789, on a tramway near Lougborough, tried the experiment of laying
down a track with cast-iron rails. These had a broad upper table, to carry the wheels,
and a fairly substantial web, beneath which the rail broadened out at the ends to a
wide foot. The foot was spiked down to the sleepers to preserve the gauge and also
provided a socket into which the end of the next rail fitted.
These cast rails, which were of a fish-bellied form for greater strength, were
about 3ft long and extended only from one sleeper to the next. By the end of that century such rails were being cast without the feet and sockets at their ends, and in greater lengths, and were being spiked down to the sleepers.
 1.2.  %      &  ' $% #   #
1. 2# !’;%#2#<; ?J !2!#8?
2. /7 4A%23 "12# %#7#<1%A%2#<; 2; ?J#$ 72=?
3. "A 23;" N<<? %%N@13 «4137" !2!#69 729»?
4. /7@ Q J## 729 <A6<#$ !$Q%?=<37#$ !2!#83?
5. "A %’; =7# 4A2 !" 6%A#"#?
 1.3. )  &       & &0 '  &?   %     $% #   #
 1.4. ! '    "* $% #   #.        &  "* & '
1. JA7 %#$ %#% >9 ?%# 4A1# ?#11#" ?;"7" A7%#$
<2N3.
2. #J 7237 <1213 1"A N# !">2# ?4AA%1# %#<7?1AN  = %#>A#.
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3. * ?2", %#?4A%; ?%# !?61#<3 6! 1#N3.
 1.5. ! ',   '* /  &  % $ /0#.   '  " #   #
1.  develop wagons for piggy-back transportation was one of the major tasks for
railways.
2. The new locomotives to be brought into use will haul superlong goods trains.
3. Europe was the first to initiate commercial railway construction.
 1.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The feasibility study is regarded to give the background for laying down new lines.
2. The engineers believed the railways to have the great future.
3. The tests having been completed with success, a new track was opened for regular
service.
4. The catenary being built on this section is the final stage of the line electrification.

##! 2
 2.1. !      " #   #
How Did Flanged Wheels Appear
The use of flanged wheels in Britain seems to have originated some time during the 1730s, on the Prior Park tramway in Bath, but over what type of track we
have no record.
In the change from wagon wheels running on the outside of the angle-irons,
which kept them to their prescribed track, to flanges running on the inside of the first
rails we probably have the origin of the odd figure of 4ft 8 ½in which is now British
standard gauge. Originally the gauge no doubt was round about 5ft, but reduction of
the two widths of rail head involved in the change from outside to inside guidance reduced the figure to 4ft 8 ½ in.
Just as the iron plates of the earliest tramways had been laid down to prolong
the life of the timber baulks over which the wagons ran, it was found desirable to protect the timber sleepers from indentation by the feet of the early rails. So the practice
began of securing the rails in cast-iron chairs, which spread the weight of the moving
loads over a bigger area of timber.
Incidentally, one ingenious inventor of this early period was John Blenkinsop,
agent of the Middleton Colliery near Leeds, who, like many of his contemporaries,
considered that it would be impossible to obtain sufficient adhesion for the movement
of heavy loads between the smooth tyres of the locomotive driving wheels and the
smooth rail surfaces. He therefore designed a rail on the outside of which there were
cast at regular intervals semi-circular projections, or ears.
The cylinders of his locomotives then drove toothed wheels, which engaged
with the projections and prevented any possibility of sleeping. Such a positive cogwheel was soon proved to be unnecessary, but Blenkinsop undoubtedly was the father
of the rack-pinion railways of later years, designed to permit working up very steep
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gradients. Indeed, the Swiss railway up Mount Pilatus is worked precisely on this
principle, with a rack which consists of a flat bat of steel with teeth machined out of
both its outside edges.
 2.2.  %      &  ' $% #   #
1. /7 "N ?;<#1#, : <A6< 4#1<37 !2!#8 "@13 J##A 729
1435""?
2. /7 %#>2;2 72;  $ 1?$ <A%; !2!#8?
3. /7 1$6 !47# N 27<? < !<1<%A@13<;  !2!#8;$?
4. Z ??A%2# N# 2; ?%N; 1"A <2AN4# %’;#$
J?2?
5. /7 # A"Q1, 6"A !#72 ?14 A " !A461> 72<?
 2.3. )  &     «&3 » & &0?   %     $% #   #
 2.4. ! '    "* $% #   #.        &  "* & '
1. L%#7< ?%!; "NA13 !?61#<; %N <1A?> 7A.
2.  6< ?72; %9 !2!#8 %2<; 21# 6#"2 ?J7.
3.  <2 !4A%1# ? ?JA7 %#$ %#% >9.
 2.5. ! ',   '* /  &  % $ /0#.   '  " #   #
1.  compete with other modes of transport railways must improve their efficiency.
2. Our engineers want to carry on the research for new kinds of motive power.
3. To build a new transcontinental line was the goal of railway executive summit.
 2.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The first primitive railways, so called tramways, appeared to be used as far back as
the Roman Empire.
2. Needs of industrial growth made engineers look for new modes of transportation.
3. Invested in railways both public and private funds will give steady revenues.
4. The present traction stock consists of diesel and electric locos, the steam engines
still operating in some areas.

##! 3
 3.1. !      " #   #
From Cast to Steel
The next development in Great Britain was that cast iron soon proved to be too
brittle material for railway rails, and breakages were frequent. A change then took
place to wrought iron, and thus from foundry production to rolling in longer lengths
in rolling mills, which produced a much tougher rail.
By degrees a rail section was evolved in the shape of a dumbbell, known as the
double-head rail, with the head and the foot of equal cross-section, separated by a
thinner web; this was secured in the cast-iron chairs by wooden wedges or keys,
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hammered tightly in and so keeping the rails precisely to gauge. The abrasive action
of the wheels gradually wears the rails had been worn down to the safety limit, it
could be turned upside down and the wear transferred to the foot, so prolonging its
life.
However, it was soon found that this is unsatisfactory procedure. In course of
time the chairs indented the foot of the rail, so that when the rails were turned and the
foot became the head, the running over the succession of indentations was extremely
rough and noisy.
So eventually came the introduction of the bull-head rail, with a head of larger
cross-sectional area than the foot, not to be turned but to allow of longer wear before
the limit of safety was reached and relaying became necessary.
Another change of the greatest moment began in 1857. Wrought iron might be
a tough material, but it had little resistance to abrasive wear, and in locations subject
to heavy traffic rail replacement was found to be necessary at uncomfortably frequent
intervals. In 1857 the Midland Railway laid down at Derby the first rails rolled from
steel, which lasted for 16 years in a location at which replacement every three months
had been necessary previously. This was a revolution indeed and steel soon became
compulsory in all rail rolling.
 3.2.  %      &  ' $% #   #
1. Z ?#=J2  !"A 6%A#" =7"?
2. "A =7# <?617A %#42;2# ?1%:#"# ! 78% 1 !%AN#"# ?<#?
3. ! : %"%#2#<; % R12-?4#$ =7?
4. #" %!6#= 1857 7 % <19 !2!#6> 1<?1A?
5. * ;7#$ "12% %#>1%2;@13<; <A6< =7#?
 3.3. $ %   '   «( & % :  ' 
 »  & ! % $ $% #   #
 3.4. ! '    "* $% #   #.        &  "* & '
1. %13<; !4#1# 423J 71#% %## 1<?1#$ !<4%.
2.  !2!#8 4$ 617 1#"A%1#<3 ?%#2 4!?7#.
3. %’;18;1 <1211; "N %%N1# ?$@ A<123#$ %7#11%.
 3.5. ! ',   '* /  &  % $ /0#.   '  " #   #.
1. The Pan-European corridor No IX is the way to connect the Baltic and the Black
seas.
2. To prolong the service life of rails the cast was first replaced by the wrought iron,
and then by the steel.
3. The main issue was to solve the problem of abrasive wheel impact.
 3.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The old terminal being unable to cope with the increased passenger flow, a new
one is to be built.
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2. Materials for rail manufacture seem to have been constantly one of the major problems for the industry.
3. We know the diesel engine to be largely used for heavy duties including railway
traction.
4. Computers regulating sorting operations are widely introduces on railways.

##! 4
 4.1. !      " #   #
Bull-Head to Flat-Bottom
In 1836 an engineer named Charles Vignoles had devised a rail section of a
quite different type. This had a rounded head to sustain the wear, and then, below a
thin web, a flat foot designed to be spiked directly to the sleepers without the interposition of a chair.
The attraction of this type of rail was very considerable in countries like the
United States, where railways were being extended over great distances through
country only sparsely inhabited. Elimination of the chairs meant that it became necessary to transport no more than the rails and the dog-spikes to hold them down to the
site of track-laying; sleepers in many cases could be cut down from neighbouring forests.
Be that as it may, while Britain standardized the type of track with bull-head
rails keyed in chairs, in almost every other country in the world the flat-bottom, rail
became the standard. In course of time it was found necessary, for the preservation of
the timber of the sleepers, to interpose cast-iron or rolled-steel soleplates between the
rails and the sleepers in order to spread the load, but that did nothing to affect the almost universal preference for the flat-bottom form of rail. As traffic weight and density increased, in Great Britain the weight of bull-head rail was gradually increased to
951b and even 1001b per yard. With the far heavier locomotives and rolling stock in
the United States, the weight of flat-bottom rail was increased to 133 lb/yd generally
and in the case of the Pennsylvania Rail Road to 155lb/yd. There is one matter connected with steel rails in which Great Britain has always remained well ahead of
North America, and that is length. By degrees British rails grew in length from 24ft to
30ft and then to 45ft; the first railway in the country to lay a longer rail was the London & North Western, which rolled 60ft rails in its own mill at Crewe Works and
with them proudly claimed «the finest permanent way in the world».
 4.2.  %      &  ' $% #   #
1. 6"A ?2;>% %#$ L2; 32;?
2. /7 <11# <A%2# : "# !2!#69 =7#?
3. "A !2!#8; -%6#= *$ !;%#2, : "Q «=7:A 4!<1#7%A 72@»?
4. Z <?#6##2 !<1; %>#  %N## =7?
5. /7 %%%; !’;%#2#<;  !2!#8;$ A XIX <1.?
 4.3. $ %   '  !* +-& & 
XVIII  XIX  '*  & ! % $ $% #   #
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 4.4. ! '    "* $% #   #.        &  "* & '
1. *%;7# %"A ?#2A N# !">2# %#J#1# #!7A ?42".
2. #?4A%; %> 27"1#%A ?%# 4A2# %4A%1#<; % ?27.
3. <1A?> 7A "N 67A%1# %7#11; %9 !2!#69 "><12.
 4.5. ! ',   '* /  &  % $ /0#.   '  " #   #
1.  handle the traffic between the industrial centers and the port a new trunk line is
to the built.
2. Engineers have proposed to use containers of new design to transport fragile
goods.
3. The next step to be taken was the replacement of steam traction by diesel one.
 4.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The 19th c. is known to be the time of constant technical research and discoveries.
2. The technical delegation observed fast passenger train carriages be assembled.
3. Negative environment impact being low, electric locomotives are good for suburban lines.
4. Having been proposed in the mid-19th c., T-shaped rails are still in usage.

##! 5
 5.1. !      " #   #
First Continuous Tracks
The first flat-bottom track appeared In Britain in the middle 1930s. Success
was almost a foregone conclusion; although heavier in weight and thus more expensive to lay, the flat-bottom rail, with its greater depth and broad foot proved stiffer in
both vertical and horizontal planes than the bull-head, and therefore more easy to
keep strictly in line, so helping to keep down maintenance costs.
But a still greater saving in maintenance was to come later, by the welding of
rails into far longer lengths than the 120ft which had been experimental with by the
LNER. The rail joint a point of weakness in the track, needing more attention in
maintenance than any other part. The pounding of the wheels as they pass over the
gaps in the rails sets up high stresses; cracks in the rails necessitating their removal
from the track occur more frequently at the rail ends than at any other point and the
fish-plates and bolts used to join the rails together break from time to time. Not only
that, the vibration and shocks caused by passing over the joints tends to increase the
wear and tear of rolling stock. Many different methods of supporting the joints have
been tried from time to time, but it is the perfection of rail welding that has solved the
problem.
Flash-butt welding is the method generally employed and conveniently situated
welding depots with the welding processes automatically controlled to preserve the
quality of the welds have been established. At first the process was confined to weld23

ing pairs of rails together, but it has been gradually extended until today continuous
lengths of rail of 900ft and more being produced at BR welding depots; they are automatically loaded on to special wagons and run out to the sites at which they are to
be laid. Such a procedure is not cheap, but it more than pays for itself by the reduction that it makes possible in the cost track maintenance. The passenger also benefits
in that he has a much quieter ride, with of the previous «clickety-clack» from the rail
joints.
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1. A new underground line to be put into the service next month will connect dwelling districts with the downtown.
2. To prove the advantages of the flat-bottom track took a deal of time.
3. The commission decided to introduce new rolling stock at the most heavily used
trunk lines.
 5.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The passenger traveling comfort being in focus of passenger rolling stock development, the air-conditioning is being introduced on wide-scale at present.
2. The joint problem made engineers search for new technical solutions.
3. The track was found to have been laid in the early days of railways history.
4. The big advantage of the substation is transformers arranged either inside or outside.
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##! 6
 6.1. !      " #   #
The Start of Locomotive Power
By the end of the eighteenth century, steam engines were widely used to drive
machinery in factories, and to power lifts and pump water in mines. But they were
enormous, bulky, awkward things. They generally had to be contained in a building
erected round them. As long as they depended on using steam at only a few pounds
pressure, and derived at least part of their power from atmospheric pressure working
against a vacuum produced in a condenser, it was impossible to design an engine
small enough to move about under its own power and haul a useful load as well. So
although James Watt is generally known as the father of the stationary steam engine,
it was Richard Trevithick, the apostle of «strong steam» and the use of pressures as
high (by 1805) as 25 pounds per square inch or more, who was the originator of the
locomotive.
The first railway locomotive was built by Trevithick in South Wales in 1804,
as an experimental modification of one of his high-pressure stationary engines. It ran
for long enough to prove the feasibility of the idea, but it was soon taken off its
wheels and used in a foundry. Trevithick’s second operating locomotive ran for a
while on a circular demonstration track in London during 1808, and started much
public interest; but the first successful commercial use of locomotives was not until
1812, on the Middleton Railway near Leeds.
This problem of adhesion was one which vexed theorists most at that time,
perhaps because experience had made people aware of the difficulties of braking
wagons in wet weather on steep descents laid with iron rails. Less of a theorist, William Hedley, the engineer of the Wylam Railway near Newcastle, built a wagon
whose wheels were turned by cranks operated by a crew of men standing on top. By
this means, and with the aid of ballast weights, he proved that in spite of everything
an iron wheel had enough frictional bite, without assistance, to allow a locomotive to
draw a useful load; and in 1813 he introduced steam locomotions on the Wylam line.
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1.  make a steam engine a railway mover needed huge effort.
2. Great Britain was the first to test locomotives both on demonstration and commercial runs.
3. To maintain low temperature inside refrigerator cars their walls, roofs, and floors
are manufactured airproof.
 6.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " $   #
1. The data obtained from the experiment will be used for further research.
2. Despite all effort trains happen to collide at the best railroads.
3. R. Trevithick expected his engine to find application on railways for passenger and
goods transportation.
4. The railways not having been flexible enough, many short- and medium distance
clients moved to the road transport.

##! 7
 7.1. !      " #   #
First Steps of Railway History
The railroad as it is known today originated in England in the first quarter of
the 19th century. Much earlier, however, crude «wagonways» were used in mines
both in England and on the European continent. Mining railroads seemed to be introduced into England from Germany early in the 17th century. They were also in Wales
and Scotland. By the of end of the 18th century there was a considerable network of
these mining railroads to connect mining pits and river, horses supplying the motive
power. Two methods of guiding the vehicles along the track were used. Earliest practice was supposed to use vehicles with special flanged wheels, such as are used today.
Later, «plateways» were introduced, iron angles laid end to end: the vertical flanges
on these angles served to guide wagons, which had ordinary flat-treated wheels. The
development of mechanical traction to replace horsepower may be said to mark the
emergence of the modern railroad. Thereafter, railroad spread rapidly in Britain and
then in other parts of the world. But, because of differing conditions, railroads developed quite differently in Britain, on the continent of Europe, and in North America.
In Britain the history of railroad industry starts with the «New Castle», a locomotive
built by the English engineer Richard Trevithick. It ran on a Welsh tram-road in
1804, but, like a number of the early steam locomotives, was too heavy for the rails.
The first practical and successful locomotive was built in 1812 to the instructions of
John Blenkinsop, an inspector at the Middleton colliery near Leeds. It ran on castiron rails and had two vertical cylinders driving two shafts geared to a toothed wheel
that engaged a rack rail. In 1813 the English inventor William Hedley built the «Puffing Billy», a simple adhesion locomotive that relied on friction between the wheels
and rails, dispensing with the toothed rack rail. «Puffing Billy» was used for hauling
coal wagons between a mine and wharves, as was George Stephenson’s first locomotive, the «Blucher», completed in 1814.
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1.  replace horsepower by traction required a long period of time.
2. The research to be carried out at the laboratory will be aimed at improving the reliability of existing roads.
3. New types of locomotives are developed to comply with modern speed and safety
standards.
 7.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. Some specialists believe the existing kinds of motive power to be unable to meet
requirements of passenger traffic in the future.
2. The diesel engine is regarded to be the most efficient prime mover among all heat
engines.
3. The building having been erected in the last century, its architectural design differs
from that of surrounding structures.
4. Being divided into divisions, the railway will handle the traffic better.

##! 8
 8.1. !      " #   #
George Stephenson - Railroad Pioneer
In 1823 Stephenson, one of the great pioneer railroad and locomotive builders,
was invited to build and equip a railroad from Stockton to Darlington. The ceremonial opening of this landmark line took place on September 27, 1825. The Stockton and
Darlington Railway was the first public railroad in the world to use locomotive traction and the first built to carry both freight and passengers. At first steam locomotives
were used only for freight services; passenger service was provided by a contractor
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who used horse-drawn coaches. The first locomotive on the Stockton and Darlington
was George Stephenson’s «Locomotion». It and similar locomotives proved unreliable and expensive to maintain. They were suitable only for hauling low-speed mineral
trains; their weight and tractive effort were limited by the relatively weak track. At
times the railroad to reverted to horses, but the situation was improved in 1827 with
the introduction of the «Royal George», a six-coupled locomotive designed by Timothy Hackworth. But the railroad era really began with the opening, on September 15,
1830, of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway. The Liverpool and Manchester incorporated all the features of modern public railroads. It was a public carrier of both
passengers and freight, with all business handled directly by the company itself. It
used mechanical traction for all traffic. Previous to its opening in 1829, the Liverpool
and Manchester held a contest to determine the best type of motive power. The trials
took on the Rainhill level (Lancashire) from October 6 to 14, 1829. Three steam locomotives took part: Stephonson’s «Rocket», Timothy Hackworth’s «Sanspareil»,
and the «Novelty», built by John Braithwaite and John Ericsson. On the last day of
the trials the «Rocket» was awarded the £ 500 prize. The «Rocket’s» superiority was
due mainly to its use of a multiple fire-tube boiler rather that the single-flue boilers
previously used.
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1.  improve the situation with mechanical traction a new type of locomotive was
designed.
2. Great Britain was the first country to build and operate a public railway with mechanical traction.
3. To convert a railway to electric haulage will require costly reconstruction work.
 8.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #.
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1. With the fuel being burnt inside the cylinders, the engine has an increased efficiency.
2. After the test the locomotive turned out to have serious drawbacks in its design.
3. We know powerful diesel locomotives to me capable of developing a high tractive
effort at low speeds.
4. The locomotives running on branch lines are light in weight and low-powered.

##! 9
 9.1. !      " #   #
Railway Boom in the Mid-19 Century Britain
During the 1830s the first parts of the main-line inter-city network began to be
laid down in Britain, and by 1841 you could travel by train from London to Brighton,
Southampton, Bristol, and Birmingham, while branching or extending from the London & Birmingham Railway were lines to Liverpool and Manchester, Leeds, Derby,
and York. These railways had not been in business for more than a few years, but
they rapidly proved two things to the whole country. First of all, they gave a very
useful and convenient service for passengers and freight which was of great advantage also to the districts served in opening up new markets for their produce. Secondly, the railway companies were profitable, and paid a very reasonable return on
the money invested in them. By 1841 there were some 1,500 miles of railway in operation in Britain. For the next couple of years there was rapid but fairly steady
growth. During 1844 and 1845 Parliament had laid down a broad legal framework for
the railway system, which remained unaltered for the rest of the century. A department of the Board of Trade was set up with powers to regulate matters of railway
safety; certain minimum standards of service were laid down, including a requirement that each line should run at least one train a day, at an average overall speed of
at least 12mph, carrying passengers at a fare not a penny a mile; and the state was
given power to control or reduce the charges of any company which paid unreasonably large dividends. But the state did not concern itself with the detail of where railways were to be built, and imposed no plan or strategy. By 1850 there were some
6,500 miles of line open, and the railway map of Britain looked not unlike today's
main-line network.
There were some gaps, but not many. The most apparent was the lack of a
railway across South Wales, which was not ready until 1852. Twenty years from the
opening the Liverpool & Manchester, therefore, the national system was established
throughout; later construction was a matter of filling in gaps.
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1. The matters to perfect performance characteristics of the main-line electric locomotive will be the key point of the meeting’s agenda.
2. The British government didn’t intend to regulate the railways expansion.
3. To promote the developed of the national network the companies were granted
«open passage».
 9.6. ! '  &   $   "  0":
Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. Pan-European transport corridors are believed to transfer Ukraine into a transit
point between East and West.
2. Having been electrified last year, the line has doubled its carrying capacity.
3. Each year the world learns the speed records to be attained in various parts of the
world.
4. The advantages of new satellite-monitored technologies being evident, the railways
are implementing them in freight services.

##! 10
 10.1. !      " #   #
The First Railways in Europe
The experiments with steam locomotion in England did not go unnoticed on
the Continent, although given Britain’s head-and-shoulders start in world industrialization it was several years before much development took place elsewhere. The first
public steam-worked railway in France was the Lyon & St Etienne, a 38-mile line
opened in 1828 which took delivery of its first two engines the following year. They
were built by Marc Seguin, a French engineer who had visited England and learnt a
great deal from Stephenson’s practice. His design solved a number of the problems,
which had been vexing the Stockton & Darlington, without producing answer as satisfactory as Stephenson came to for the Liverpool & Manchester. Consequently the
second and subsequent early French railways, such as the Paris-St. Germain (1837)
and the two competing lines from Paris to Versailles (839/40), obtained their earliest
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locomotives from the Stephenson works at Newcastle. It was some time before native
products displaced the imports, partly because so many of the early Continental railways were also built by English engineers. Thus, George Stephenson went to Spain,
and Robert to Norway, to lay out their first main lines, and Joseph Locke was responsible, in the mid-1840s, for the main line from Paris to Le Havre. Similarly with the
first public steam railway in Germany, the short line from Nuremberg to Furth,
opened in 1835.
This commenced with a Patentee 2-2-2 named Der Adler, imported complete
with English driver. British machines and men also pioneered railways in Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, Holland, Sweden, Russia, and elsewhere. The Stephenson gauge of 4ft 8 ½in is the European standard, and the European railways still
use the same height and spacing of buffers and couplings as the English originals. But
in Europe the tasks of railway building was taken by the State itself, and the Continental engineers were given much greater leeway in developing and expanding trains
and clearances.
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1. The engineer suggested to test a new high-speed passenger rolling stock on the experimental track.
2. The data to be obtained will be processed at the computer and used plan the next
year track maintenance.
3. To improve the track carrying capacity is the task of this international project.
 10.6. ! '  &   $   "  0": Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The potential of steam locomotives exhausted, they were replaced by electric and
diesel ones.
2. Encouraged by the success engineers are creating new designs of tilting trains.
3. The m-u trains are likely to be more economical to employ on light traffic lines.
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4. The experts saw with great interest the lining-leveling-tamping machine repair the
track.

##! 11
 11.1. !      " #   #
Start of Railroading in the New World
The essential difference between the geographies of Europe and of North
America by 1830 was that while in Europe civilization had existed for centuries, and
has established a complex structure of towns, buildings, land ownership, property
rights, and other rights-of-way including turnpike roads and canals, through which
the railways had to thread themselves, in America a nearly virgin landscape was still
being or had only recently been wrested; from the red man, and most of the land had
no individual owners at all. Turnpike roads and canals had begun to be built, but
broad and long the railways could go where they wished without much consideration
for other occupiers of the land, since there were none. Tracks were laid down the
main streets of towns - though often enough the tracks were there first and the town
later -and they rarely had to build bridges to cross roads. The tendency, especially
since money was much scarcer that in Europe, was to build railways quickly and
cheaply, and this policy was encouraged by the government, which often granted to
the companies large tracts of land in the country to be served by the new line, on
condition that trains were running by a given date. The route could always be leveled,
straightened, or imported by rebuilding later, and line relocations in the USA are still
continuing, although they are quite rare in Europe. There were a few horse tramways
in Eastern States, built often to act as canal feeders; and it was on one such, the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company’s line at Honesdale, Pennsylvania, that the first
«road-service» locomotive in America first ran in 1829. It was the Stourbridge Lion,
a Killingworth-type engine built in England by Foster & Rastrick of Stourbridge. Unfortunately it was too heavy for the track, and was taken out of service. Steam locomotion really started in America on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, an ambitious
project commenced in 1829. By 1835 steam power ruled the tracks of the B&O to the
exclusion of horses, and many other railways were following suit.
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l. The purpose of the feasibility study is to prove the advantages of this transport corridor.
2. The government expects to get high revenue on introducing new types of traction
power.
3. The increase traffic speed the track infrastructure is to be substantially upgraded.
 11.6. ! '  &   $   "  0": Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. Railway transportation is to be considered as an economic and engineering problem, the special attention being given to environment protection aspects.
2. Britain’s success in railway operation seems to have promoted the railroading
throughout the world.
3. Having shortened the delivery time, the company has made its transportation proposal more competitive.
4. The experiments being carried out are aimed at choosing a more suitable material
for the conductor rail.

##! 12
 12.1. !      " #   #
The Iron Horse Conquering America
The late nineteenth century belonged to the railroads. They were of crucial importance in stimulating economic expansion, but their influence reached beyond the
economy and was pervasive in American society at large. The story of the Iron Horse
in nineteenth-century America is one with many aspects and paradoxes and deserved
a closer look. Which technological developments brought forth the railroads, and how
were they managed once they grew beyond small companies? What role did they play
in the turbulent times of the Civil War? How did they change the American landscape
and its native people? What did the railroads mean to politicians, entrepreneurs, the
working class, and immigrants? In short, what was the impact of the impact of the
railroads on nineteenth-century American society? The first company to begin actual
operations was the Baltimore and Ohio, which opened a thirteen-mile length of track
in 1830. It used a team of horses that pulled a train of passenger carriages and freight
wagons along the track. Steam locomotive power did not come into regular service
until two years later. The dream of connecting Baltimore and the Ohio River by railroad did not come true until the 1850s. In 1831, the Mohawk and Hudson in New
York began running trains between Schenectady and Albany, a distance of sixteen
miles. By 1836, more that 1,000 miles of track had been laid in eleven states. But the
railroad was not born with the importance later generations would give it. It was not
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viewed as being essential to economic development. On the contrary; railroads were
generally seen as having only limited commercial use. Extreme skeptics emphasized
the dangers of the railroad. They argued that the unrefined tracks were unsuitable for
regular service, that the sparks thrown off by the engines would set fire to buildings
and fields, and that speeds of 20 or 30 miles an hour could be dangerous to the wagons, road and loading, and human life. More sober were critics for heavy freight.
Even railroad executives seem to have had a limited of the role of the railroads at
first.
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1.  slow up the development of railways some critics exaggerated their public danger.
2. To transport passenger quickly, reliably and with comforts is the basis for highspeed railway operation.
3. Special devices to convert alternating current into direct one are used at railway
substations.
 12.6. ! '  &   $   "  0": Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The light signals fitted on the locomotive control panel inform the driver about the
train running ahead.
2. The high-speed services to be the only profitable and repaying railway passenger
transportation in Europe.
3. At first US public didn’t believe to be rivals to canals in freight traffic.
4. Railways being actively incorporated into combined services, new and new types
of goods vehicles are designed.
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##! 13
 13.1. !      " #   #
First Railroads in the USA
Interest in railroads in the United States developed almost as soon as in England. One of several horse-drawn tramways built early in the 19th century was Gridley
Bryant’s Granite railway in Quince, Massachusetts. This three-mile broad-gauge line
carried the granite used in building the Bunker Hill Monument in Boston. By 1813
the inventor Oliver Evans was proposing a railroad between New York and Philadelphia. Two years later, John Stevens received from the New Jersey legislature the first
charter for a railroad ever granted in America. Stevens was ahead of his time: the
chartered line, between the Delaware and Raritan rivers, was never built. But in 1825
he built he and operated the first locomotive to run on rails in America; it ran on a
half-mile circle of track at Steven’s home in Hoboken, New Jersey.
Success of the Stockton and Darlington in England spurred interest in railroads
in the Unites States. On February 28, 1827, the Baltimore and Ohio railroad Company was chartered. The line began carrying revenue traffic on January 7, 1830.The first
13 miles of line, Baltimore to Ellicott’s Mills opened on May 24, 1830.
The Baltimore and Ohio was the railroad in the United States to be chartered as
a common carrier of freight and passengers. Its promoters, looking beyond local
needs, envisaged a line going all the way to the Ohio River to channel the commerce
of the growing Middle West through the port of Baltimore. By 1834 the Baltimore
and Ohio had built to Harpers Ferry, Virginia, and on December 24, 1852, it reached
the Ohio River at Wheeling. Subsequently the company expanded, both by new construction and by acquiring other railroads, until it reached Chicago, St.Louis, and the
Great Lakes. With few exceptions, early railroads were designed to promote the
commercial interests of local communities or areas. As growth progressed, however,
many of the small roads were consolidated, forming through routes that served fairly
large territories, and new railroad projects became more ambitious.
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1.  solve problem of transport communication between the West and East a widescale railway project was developed.
2. The speed to be obtained by modern trains is often limited by track conditions.
3. The main task was to build railroads both for freight and passengers.
 13.6. ! '  &   $   "  0": Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. The railways are sure to remain the chief type of freight haulage a long time yet.
2. Both electrical and diesel locomotives are now in operation, the diesel being the
best type of locomotive for sorting yards.
3. The engineers expect remote control to find application for operating industrial locomotives.
4. Being much stronger than wooden cars, the steel cars contributed a great deal to
increased safety.

##! 14
 14.1. !      " #   #
Financial Background for America for Railroading
In the years from 1820 tol870, when corporations were still a novelty, private
groups needed capital to construct bridges, canals, turnpikes, and railroads, to establish and to engage in manufacturing. The corporate form, with its legal devices of
stock and bonds and limited liability of stockholders for debts of the business, made it
easier to raise capital. Under the corporate form, large merchants and small investors
could get together in the confidence that each risked only his investment and not his
fortune, home, or farm. First with the trunk-line railroads of the 1850s, American
corporations experimented with new forms of management. The Erie Railroad had
four thousand employees, not confined to one yard but spread over five hundred
miles of track. Not one office handled the cash; hundreds of station agents and conductors took in the company’s money. The manager could not fall behind on these
developments and had to make quick decisions, such as merging with minor roads or
cutting rates in order to attract more traffic. It was also a time when unscrupulous financiers maneuvered the stocks and bonds of the railroads for personal wealth. The
necessity for dependable coordination of managing daily business transformed the
trunk-line railroad into a modern centralized corporation. The Erie, Baltimore &
Ohio, and the Pennsylvania Railroads were all pioneers in bureaucratic innovation.
Between 1850 and 1880, they established the fundamental structure of the American
corporation. Railroad management naturally divided into three departments - finance,
operations, and traffic - each with distinct responsibilities. Finance was concerned
with the collection and distribution of revenues as well with issuing stocks and bonds.
Operations controlled the movement of trains and their maintenance, while emphasis
was on centralized control, because profits accumulated when all departments worked
as one comprehensive undertaking.
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1.  organize the railway operation management properly in early days was a great
problem.
2. The need to improve international passenger and freight services requires considerable investments into the railway industry.
3. The purpose of the course is to train computer-competent sorting yards operators.
 14.6. ! '  &   $   "  0": Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. Traffic operation is sure to require good of all transportation processes.
2. High speeds have become the top interest of railway science, all branches of railway engineering being subject to constant changes.
3. The supervisory committee believed the railway company to regain its profits after
restructurizing.
4. The project being worked out provides for a new track design for mag-lev trains.

##! ) 15
 15.1. !      " #   #
 be or not to be: Railroads in Competition
In community after community, local newspaper editorialists, politicians,
bankers, merchants, manufacturers, and fanners expressed concern for the loss of
markets, the necessity of seizing new commercial opportunities, and the importance
of transportation linkages. Discussion took place in public forums, newspaper columns, private offices and homes, as well as in community, state, and eventually federal institutions. Debates focused not only on the necessity of improving internal
transportation, but also on the respective advantages of natural waterways, turnpikes,
canals, and railroad systems. Railroads and canals were soon engaged in bitter com37

petition. For a time, the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company kept the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad from coming through the narrow gorge of the upper Potomac,
which it controlled; and the state of New York prohibited railroads from carrying
freight in competition with the Erie Canal and its branches. But the railroads had so
many more advantages, that they defeated the canals wherever free competition existed. The new developments made it possible for trains to pass through mountainous
regions as well as over flat terrain. Critics no longer questioned the feasibility of railroads. Entrepreneurs could see that the «iron horse» had taken the place of the waterways in inland transportation and proposed vast projects for covering the nation
with railroads. J.W. Scott, editor of the Toledo Blade, claimed that no nation could
maintain its position among the foremost in civilization without fully exploiting this
new means of transportation.
During the 1850s, the object of most promoters was to reach the Missouri River, but by the close of the decade, activity shifted to Iowa extensions or railroads from
Chicago. The pioneering line in that state was the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad; in 1855 its tracks reached the Mississippi opposite Clinton, Iowa, and during
the next decade it thundered across the state on to Council Bluffs on the Missouri.
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l. The meeting matters are to discuss rail industry prospects at the present-day European transport market and to fix strong positions in the competition.
2. The USA was the first to develop a corporate principle in the commercial sphere.
3. To increase the track machines performance new computer know-hows were implemented.
 15.6. ! '  &   $   "  0": Complex Object, Complex Subject, Absolute Participle Construction, Participle
Clause.   '  " #   #
1. Being very conservative and perhaps too self-confident, railways lost a tremendous
transport market share in the 20th c.
2. The track having been upgraded and tested, the speed limits may be increased.
3. The electric traction turned out to me very promising for railway purposes.
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4. For centuries the Europeans were expecting Great Britain and Continent to be
linked for direct traffic.

" &% #3!  #!!%
TRAIN OPERATION
Train operation aims to provide the safety and efficiency of passenger and
freight transportation. Accidents which took place on the railways in the early days
made specialists devise a great number of systems and devices in order to ensure the
safe operation of trains and to simplify the task of directing train movements. One of
the ways to facilitate the problem of train operation is that all railroads, except the
very short ones, are divided into sections or divisions operated just as a small railroad. The train with a long run is operated over many divisions and may change locomotives and crews several times in the course of its journey. A railroad runs two
principal kinds of trains: regular trains and extra trains. A regular train is a scheduled
train, i.e. a train listed on the railroad time-table. Regular trains are all numbered. An
extra train is not scheduled in the time-table; special trains, work trains and wreck
trains are examples of extra trains.
The list of times at which a regular train is to arrive at and leave a station is
known as the train’s schedule. The printed schedules of the regular trains form the
time-table. The making of a time-table is the most complicated job in the operating
business. In order to make up a time-table many factors have to be taken into account.
The fact is that the railways make up different time-tables for the summer and for the
winter service and that the weekday time-table is not the same as that of Saturday and
Sunday. Besides, one should not forget that express trains and slow local trains have
to run on the same tracks. And it is these tracks which are also used by freight trains,
whether they are slow or fast, diesel-powered or electrically-operated. Having taken
into account these and many other factors one may get an idea what difficulties are
encountered when making a time-table.
Besides the making of time-tables the operating business also includes the making of separate working programmes for locomotives and train crews, the planning of
regular switching operations and so on. In other words, the operating business comprises all the problems connected with the safe and efficient operation of trains,
whether passenger or freight. That the problems of railway operation must be now
solved with the use of the most up-to-date technical aids is clear to everyone. Being
introduced on railways, the technical aids greatly facilitate the task of directing train
movements and make the job of the railwaymen more productive. The technical aids,
which provide the so-called telecommunication service, comprise the telephone, the
radio and the television (TV).
Of all technical aids it is the radio which plays the most significant part on modern railways. While the telephone system is principally made use of for control purposes the radio has found a wide application practically in all aspects of railway operation. Today, locomotives are equipped with both transmitters and receivers and the
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locomotive drivers can communicate with at least the nearest station along the track
or with other trains on the route. In case of an emergency the engine driver can radio
a warning to other drivers or ask the dispatcher for help. Thus thanks to the radio the
danger of train collisions has been substantially decreased. The radio has also proved
very useful in the switching yards where much time is saved thanks to constant and
direct communication between the engine drivers and the operators on duty. The sorting of goods trains and separate cars is now unthinkable without radio. One of the radio devices being commonly used in the switching yard is the walkie-talkie. This individual radio helps the car inspector do a better job and saves him much time. Having found a damaged car the car inspector can radio other workers for help. Another
very helpful radio device is the so-called loud speaker. The loud speakers are installed at passenger stations where they give the passengers regular information on
the incoming and the outgoing trains. The TV is increasingly applied in the switching
yards. Some years ago, when the train arrived at the switching yard, a man had to
walk along the train, checking car after car. Now an operator in an office can watch a
long line of cars directly on the television screen and check them off comfortably and
accurately. From the above-said it becomes clear that it is telecommunication that
greatly contributes to the safety and the efficiency of train operation and facilitates
the work of railway men.
HIGH SPEED RAIL
The railway is likely to remain one of the world's principal means of transport
for many years yet. For this, however, the railway will have to increase its speed.
Railways still enjoy the reputation of being a safe, reliable, environmentally friendly
and economic means of transport. Railways play a very important part in extending
economic ties and deepening integration with other countries. Today’s railway
transport would not be so popular but for the ever-increasing speed.
Generally speaking, high speeds are taken to refer to rail passenger services operating at speeds above 200 km/h. It was in the sixties of the XX-th century that high
speed rail projects began to take shape, first in Japan, then in Europe. The first European projects were developed for priority routes at national level, like the RomeFlorence «Direttissima» in Italy or the new TGV Paris-Lyons line in France. High
speed trains can offer attractive products for journeys of up to 1,200 km in day traffic
and, in the coming years, up to 2,500 km for overnight travel. And in Europe many
intercity links fall into this bracket. The decision to develop a network of high speed
trains is of major strategic importance for the future role of railways across Europe.
The pace at which services have developed and their success with customers have
transformed high speeds into a timely response to market requirements for medium
and long-distance passenger travel and for foreseeable trends on this market. Through
the development of high speed rail services, the European railways are radically improving their product range and are increasing their market share substantively, to the
greater benefit of their economic. Alongside such corporate objectives, there is also a
political determination to promote the development of rail transport as one of providing Europe’s population with sustainable mobility compatible with the constraints of
environmental conservation. The launch of high speed rail services generally requires
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new lines specially designed for this type of traffic to be commissioned or major upgrading of existing lines. The European high speed network currently emerging includes new lines built specially with high speed traffic in mind, lines adapted of 200250 km/h and connecting lines operating at lower speeds. The trans-European highspeed rail network spanning the entire continent consists of 35,000 km of high-speed
lines, 20,000 km of which are new lines. The cost of this network can be evaluated at
about 300 billion EUro under present economic conditions. High speeds generally
depend upon the track, the motive power, and the design of the train. Let us take the
motive power first. As the result of constant improvement in design, which includes
the utilization of very light alloys, the locomotives have become both more powerful
and economical. That is to say, every ton of their own weight provides greater tractive power. Recent investigations into railway traction have indicated, however, that
in addition to conventional kinds of traction, air- and magnetically-suspended vehicles are also very popular. As train speeds increase so does the power needed to operate them. That is why careful attention will have to be devoted to the aerodynamic
shape of the front end of trains and to light but strong construction of the rolling
stock. Much importance is now attached to stream-lining locomotives and carriages
which means rounding off and smoothing the locomotives and cars at the front and
rear so as to decrease air resistance & increase the speed of running.
As to the track, there are still many obstacles to be overcome to make it suitable
for very high speeds. Faster, heavier and more frequent trains necessitate the use of
heavier rails. Nowadays, the engineers give consideration not only to the rail weight
but also to the shape of rails and the material they are made of. Pre-stressed concrete
is increasingly adopted to make sleepers for modern tracks in order to prolong their
life to increase track stability. High speeds are unsafe on a line with sharp curves. The
engineers suggest that the latter should be flattened, but the expense of doing it on
hundreds of miles would be considerable. So it is necessary that the cost of reconstruction should be carefully estimated before it could be decided whether such high
speeds would be commercially justified. The results of the railways already involved
in the high speed rail sector are spectacular. Through vast improvements in quality,
the railways have acquired substantial numbers of additional customers and can offer
them the unique combination of speed, comfort, safety and the convenience of travel.
Overall, high speed rail traffic already represents over 10 % of total rail traffic in
Western Europe.
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